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To all the men and women who look after us,
who do all that is done for us, all that we
do not think to do, this issue is dedicated.

HIKA

"I,ct us settle it," said kenyon, "that this is precisely the spot where
the chasm opened.
Imagine the great, dusky gap. impenetrably
deep, and with half-shaped monsters and hideous faces looming
upward out of it, to the vast affright of the good citizens who
peeped over the brim! Within it, beyond question, there were pro
phetic visions ..."
Nathaniel Hawthorne. The Marble Faun
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Life Under the El
Vic Peterson

L

ARRY Jankouskas was thirty-eight years old and lived in an efficiency
apartment at Fortieth and Western Avenue on the south side of Chicago. In
the mornings he rode the CTA to Eightieth and Western, where he worked as
a salesman for the Evergreen Hardware store. For Larry, living and working on
the same avenue was good; it made life simple. His apartment was both close
enough and far enough, he thought.
"Good morning, Larry," Elaine greeted.
Larry shook the snow from his jacket and muttered a response. He always
entered through the door in Elaine's office because it was easier to follow the
alley from the stop. Larry shuffled to his desk, hung his coat on the chair back
and poured himself coffee. "How's it going today?" he asked.
"Fine, of course." Elaine responded, then returned to the purchase order she
was typing.
Larry passed to the store front and was pleased by its emptiness —that meant
no customers, no irritations. He wandered into the back room to gather stock
and returned with an armload of cartons. After emptying the fifth box of inch
hoseclamps into their bin the door jingled open and a small old man entered
clutching a ceramic cylinder. He approached the counter bluntly and stared at
Larry. He looks like an asshole, Larry thought
"You got one of these?" the old guy's voice was gravelly through his cigar. He
held the ceramic forward like a weapon.
Larry took the wet tube in his hand; it smellcd like sewage "An adaptor nip
ple, five and three-quarters down to three inches?"
"Yeah, you got one?"
"Maybe. I'll have to check my stock."
"I don't got all day."
"If I don't have one, I could order one."
"I don't wanna order it, I want it today!"
"Okay," Larry mumbled into the stockroom. He foraged through the shelves
of porcelain adaptors, found a duplicate and located its price in a catalogue,
twelve dollars.
"Got it right here," he said emerging.
"Good."
"Fifteen dollars, plus tax."
"You gotta be shitting me. Fifteen bucks?"
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I.arry drank from his coffee. "Look, I'll tell you what: I'll give you a break on
it this time —fourteen including tax "
"Okay, thanks. Money don't last forever I guess. Fourteen bucks and my
basement's flooding," the cigar man throated, pulling out his billfold. Five years
behind the counter had calloused Larry to assholes; he knew their complaints
and how to squelch them. It was simple: if a guy beefed about the money, the
price was inflated. There was a direct ratio too —the more he complained, the
more he spent. Eventually the jerk paid, left, and Larry returned to the back
room to gather stock.
The stockroom was lorry's least favorite hole to work, uncomfortably small,
dark and moist, although it was a great place to hide. Still, the little room had a
disturbing steel door, painful with inertia, vaguely feminine. The femininity
was intentional, Larry was sure, because the building was constructed during
the thirties when strength and weight were admired in a building as much as in
a woman. Inside, shelves lined the peeling brick walls, each pigeonhole loaded
with merchandise threading the decades, from ancient brass cap nuts to vinyl
hose. That was the room's saving grace, its stock. A good hardware store, Larry
thought, carried everything down to the most obscure sprocket or valve. Yet
the room was always threatening; lime collected on the floors whenever rain
dribbled down the walls. On summer days the lime smelled like vinegar
"Where's Jankouskas?" a muffled voice called.
"In here, in the stock room," Larry answered.
A head popped through the open doorway: it was John, the floor manager.
"Morning, Larry. What're you doing?"
"Just getting stock out front."
"When you're done I need you to go over to Kochovic Supplies to pick up an
order of fencing."
"Fencing?"
"Chain link fencing."
"Since when did we carry fence?"
"Since people wanted it and I ordered some. We can sell it. Lake my van."
"Sure," Larry replied, expecting a lecture from John about leaving the store
front unattended But John said nothing and Larry left as soon as he finished
restocking.

Paul reminded Larry of the elevated tracks that encircled the downtown
area. Chicagoans called it the Loop. Paul was like the el: grey, tempered,
powerful l.arry slowly cruised the van beside Paul as he jogged. "Zygorsky's
Gym, Sixty-third and Kedzic" ornamented the runner's faded sweatshirt Larry
pulled the van beside him
"What're you runnin' from!"
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"Hey hey buddy! Not from you!"
Larry did not stop the van but drove beside the runner as they spoke.
Paul was a boxer with very much a boxer's body. He was short, long-armed
and tight-muscled. In Larry's opinion Paul gave way to his opponents no more
than the iron supports of the el did to the inarticulate rage of the traffic.
"What re you up to?" Paul asked.
"Nothing, just goofing off."
But Paul was a curious fighter, subdued. On Sundays he sang in his church
choir, a baritone with a beautiful resonant voice. He was Mexican-Japanese
and had grown up on the east side of the city near all the Slavics and Lithua
nians who worked in the steel mills. He and I.arry were childhood pals, losing
time on the shores of the Cal-Sag Canal, eating pickled eggs and watching the
ore boats dock. Paul loved the ore boats; they were massive and the
unimaginable weight of the raw metal in their holds awed him.
Larry had been disturbed.
"They're only floating warehouses; they're ugly," Larry insisted, spitting egg
shell. But Paul's regard for the ore boats was not to be altered; he saw
dominance in their volume. Dominance was good. And as Paul grew,
dominance became boxing. Larry knew he lacked that.
"What're you doing in this part of town?" Paul asked.
"I had to go over here by Forty-seventh to get some chain-link fence for
Evergreen. Man, I can't wait to sell this stuff," Larry mocked. A car raced past
their left, honking.
"Borrow me a cigarette," Paul said.
"I'm outta chokes, buddy Besides, I thought you was going to quit."
"Yeah, I was. You know how that goes. But it don't affect my training any."
"Oh —what are you training for now?"
"I got the district middle-weight championship coming up Thursday, you
Lugan."
"That's right." Larry knew the answer but asked for his friend's benefit: the
boxer loved spooning out the information. Paul was climbing in the
neighborhood ranks—of his nine amateur fights he'd lost only two. Paul was a
turn-of-thc-century fighter, plucked from the '98 World's Fair and dropped into
the latter half of this century: the type that pounded animal brains in the stock
yards by day, then had his brains pounded at night. They even lived "in back of
the yards."
Yet Larry felt Paul was his foil, that Paul would climb into that ring and fight
when Larry had conceded long before Paul had been at the hospital with Larry
the night Larry's mother died
"Are you gonna be there?"
"Can you get me in free?"
"Of course I can get you in free; I always get you in free."
"Where's it at?"
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"Brown's Gym, just west of Pulaski on Cermak. At seven-thirty.
"I'll be there."
"Good."
"Listen: I gotta get going. The guys at work will be wondering where I am.
Good luck!"
"Thanks!" Paul shouted at the retreating van.
The rest of the day was uneventful at Evergreen. Slowly the tedious after
noon crept into evening, Larry left work and on his way home stopped at Lindy's Famous Chili for dinner because it was only a few blocks from his apart
ment.

Thursday night: Larry was late for the match. He rode the (T A from the
hardware store north on Western to Cermak, but his westbound bus stalled
blocks before Pulaski and he had to walk the rest of the way.
Larry reached Kcdzic hearing the el rumble past buildings blocks to the
north, sprawling through the city like a broken egg. The Loop was a great
political power in Chicago, hauling an exodus of humanity from homes to jobs,
thoughtlessly, efficiently. Voters elected the politician who best kept that
machine in motion; the el wa> bureaucratically a lever Archimedes would have
envied. So the cars made their rounds perpetually, a god uninterrupted, a god
Larry bowed to —he had no car. Yet like any other god it transgressed into
Larry's everyday life: the stockroom at Evergreen echoed the Loop, pungent,
thundering like a train overhead as its door closed; and Paul was an image of
the god, brutal and aggressive—yet inexplicably dissimilar. He was a friend.
The el was never satisfied, moaning for tokens, an enfant terrible, always
hungry. It had already consumed his deepest love: his mother.
Mother.
I le did not want to think about her, but the egg seeped from its shell and
would not be returned. He surrendered to thoughts of her.
He loved his mother infinitely. She loved food and to feed her son. She had
thick pale arms, a real Lithuani. She emigrated to America during the forties to
escape the invading Russians—his father was not so fortunate though she never
explained —and I-arry was born at the South Shore Hospital after his mother
reached the cast side of Chicago and friendly Lithuanians.
In his teens Larry attended Catholic high school. According to his mother,
parochial school was the only choice for education, in spite of its street stigma.
She feared that he would be engulfed by the mandibles of south side life and
lost forever to the city. Larry complied happily with her dream, a kitten raised
on sour milk, meat dumplings and —his mother's favorite-eggs Eggs were
good; they made you wise, full of vitamins and proteins and all that other
healthy stuff All she really wanted was for him to be brilliant. He would resur-
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rcct those hopes dashed by the Russians. And he tried for a while until he
realized that he did not have a profound brain, that he was not the thinking
type and that no amount of albumen or parochial schooling would alter that
fact. It was hard for her, knowing that he would never be more than she,
doomed to the treadmill of expectation. His most painful image of his mother
was of her on her knees in the kitchen scrubbing the floor after he had grown
furious with her breakfasts of eggs and thrown his to the ground. She put her
head close to the mess, muttering that he would never amount to anything.
She told him about her escape from her homeland, of footsteps and uniforms,
of boats and oceans. It made Larry sad She tiptoed on a pedestal for the flag of
Lithuania but it was beyond her reach. tarry pulled the banner from its shelf
and left his mother in the small room, flag draped over the table, scrubbing and
glossy-eyed. He could not decipher her melancholy gaze though, her love over
whelmed him. He wanted to shake her from hurt, tell her that Lithuania was
Lithuania, Chicago was Chicago, and that Chicago was home.
But the shaking never came and Larry shoveled sand against the tide and
they grew old
Years later his mother moved to an apartment on Western two miles north
of his, into a decaying neighborhood. Her new neighborhood was crap, Larry
insisted, and urged her to move closer to him Though she agreed that it "was
going to Heil in a haint basket," there was nothing she could do. She had no
money. She explained, " I u Zinai kaip musu aplinke nera tokia kaip buvado; visi
gcri ?mones iSskruastc." ("You know how this neighborhood is not the way
it used to be; all the good people have moved away ") She refused to listen to
more She was too old to move. And within a month an El Kucan jumped her
as she passed below the unprotecting arms on the Loop. It was probably an El
Rucan, so the grocer who found her said. But by the time I,arry reached the
hospital —he had given a nearly incoherent explanation to John-his mother
was dying. Larry watched through a glass in the emergency ward door. She
wailed, "Mano sunau, Larry! Please don't leave me, Dieve! I love you son, I
love you!"
Larry withered against the pane. "Mamytc, I love you," he cried. Vinegar
permeated the hospital air. It was frightening. His mother used vinegar to clean
the floors of their apartment. He wondered if all mothers scrubbed their floors
with vinegar.
Larry phoned Paul, who rushed to the hospital leaving a girl he met at the
gym half naked on his couch. Paul tried to console his friend: "Please relax,
man. I know you love your mother, but we all have to die Relax, man; we all
have to die." Paul wore boxing gloves too often.
"Shut up! God loves her —she's good, she'll live!" Larry exclaimed.
His mother died.
Larry's shell was broken. He went into mourning and lost himself on the
south side for days, showing finally at Paul's apartment He hammered on his
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friend's door. Paul opened it and Larry attacked the boxer, flailing his arms
wildly, uncontrollably. Paul sprang to defense and pounded his fist into the side
of Larry's head. Larry fell to the floor, unconscious.
Those were strange times, Larry thought presently. Funny now, but
then—stupid, strange days. Fighting a boxer, my best friend, too. Hah! Boxing!
What time is it? Larry looked up: he had passed the gym by several blocks. He
turned and ran to the fight.

Inside, Brown's was hot: perspiration clouded the air. Only half the folding
chair seats were filled. Larry looked to the clock—seven thirty-five, he was not
very late. He was startled to see Paul in the ring, already fighting. Paul's oppo
nent wore yellow trunks (and the face of Poland). Larry could not believe his
eyes: Paul was losing miserably. The Pole sprinted around his friend as though
he was tied to a stump.
"How long ago this start?" Larry asked generally.
"Round six."
"Shit."
Each time Paul swung, his opponent dodged and buried his fist in the cave of
Paul's chest. Paul grunted, s\*eat flying from his back. Larry was ashamed.
"Who's the Polock?"
"He's new."
"Who's he think he is, Gerry Cooney?"
"Could be."
Paul had no defense. His eyes were swollen, brow thick, forehead gummed
to stop the bleeding. His lips were puffed closed except for a crevice exposing
pink teeth. Larry was ashamed to sickness. The Polock's punches were im
maculate.
That little Japaleno's gettin' the hell beat outta him!" someone shouted.
An arching left powered into Paul's temple. He fell to the mat The ref
counted three, but the boxer was up, staggering. The Polock lept forward,
rabitting Paul in the chest Paul collapsed, coughing in spasms
"Stop!" he shouted He covered his head, groped for his corner and fumbled
his towel into the ring
"Fight!" Larry yelled.
"No! I stop!"
The referee lifted the Polock's arm high. Larry flew to the ring, knocking
folding chairs to the ground He grabbed Paul's chin.
"What the hell happened?"
"I coon't see!"
"You got the crap beat outta you!"
"I coo-not see."
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"You screwed up bad, man." It was true; Paul's eyes were swollen shut.
"You was late. I din see you. How come you not on time?"
"You lost!"
"He was big Polock. Coon't see!"
Shut up! I don't wanna hear it—you lost big time, you lost the champion
ship. My friends don't lose, y'see. My friends don't lose! If 1 wanted-" Larry
cut himself short. He was rattling his friend's already wounded face. He wanted
to punch the loser, punch him while he was defenseless. He grabbed the rag
from the mat and wiped the blood from Paul's upper lip.
"Why did you lose?"
"Larreh, I din see him fo' two roun's."
"Shut up!" He threw the bloodied towel at the boxer, stood and raged from
Browns, shoving folding chairs from his path.
He rode the buses homeward. He had no patience for losers. I-arry smiled
wryly: Paul was gone to the realm of contenders. Larry wanted no more losers.
Before going to his apartment he stopped at Lindy's to think; he had his usual
bowl of chili.

His apartment building was tall, shady in the moonlight, and the wood
panelling ran vertically from the sidewalk to the sky, ceasing abruptly at the tile
roof. Larry moved through the quiet hall to his room. He felt that recently he
had done too many things that he did not feel like doing. A dull pain pressed in
his chest; he tasted a belch in his throat and the pain was gone. He always had
heartburn after eating at Lindy's.
He was next to the grey sofa his mother gave him before her death. The sofa
repulsed him. It was ugly and left the taste of dust in his throat and nose if he
was near it too long But he would not throw it away, that would have been
disrespectful. He took a beer from the refrigerator. The refrigerator bothered
him too; it was stupid because he could never get it to stand squarely to the
floor. It listed forward and to the left like a drunken cop He clicked on the
T V. and sat on the loathsome sofa; he fell asleep.
In his dream Larry found himself in a small square brick room. Lime col
lected where the walls joined the floor. Two beds occupied most of the space;
he lay in one of them Beneath the heap of crumpled covers on the other bed lay
another person, though Larry could not distinguish who it was. Larry rose, his
muscles felt cumbersome. A second heap of covers sat at the center of the floor.
In them John, his manager, heaved silently.
"Wake up!" Larry commanded.
John did not move. Larry bent and shook him No response. Larry shook
John again, then rattled him violently, but John would not wake A stale odor
of bricks grew rich in the air. Larry became angrier: for all his prodding John
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refused to come to consciousness. Larry punched John in the ribs; a thick slap
of flesh resonated in the room. John's eyes fluttered, he stirred.
"Wake up!" Larry repeated.
But John did not. Larry wanted his violence to return. He examined the
floor manager's face: it was indifferent and pathetic, doltish. All violence de
served response. Larry lifted the artificial John to his feet, then with all his
weight behind his fist Larry punched him. John collapsed to the ground, eyes
half-open in a grotesquely silly manner.
"Stop!"
It was Paul in the opposite bed. I^rry was startled. The voice commanded,
"Stop the fight!"
Larry felt weak and repulsed; caught. Paul's eyes burned like cobalt. Larry
turned his own ashamed eyes away. It was obvious: Paul was good. Paul was
goodness and Larry was evil. He felt the weight of the ore boats on his chest.
"You was late," Paul mocked.
"You shut up. I had to work."
"We all work."
"Then open his eyes."
"No. Not me."
Larry indignantly lifted John's head and slammed it to the ground. He bled.
"Mamyte, I love you." The darkness of Paul relaxed in his bed.
I hen the odor changed: the rich brickness rolled like an ocean. Larry smelled
vinegar. He felt sick and wanted to vomit.
"You are the boxer, you do this for me." he said.
I his time Paul had no answer. He curled back under his covers. Larry began
anew to strike at John. John was common, pathetic, beaten. Larry threw up,
feeling the wetness spill onto his shirt.
Suddenly, as though possessed, John's eyes popped open widely, comically,
full of fear. Larry felt a shard of victory—John had opened his eyes But the
sales manager stared without blinking, foolishly like a cow. Larry was un
nerved; he took pity and knelt beside John. Larry touched him and John's skin
blistered and greyed as though it were burning Larry lifted him and thought:
"Please, Dieve atlieskc, he is dying." Before Larry's eyes John's face rearranged
itself. His mottled skin shrank against its skull, the hair turned greyer than his
face. It was Larry's mother. Larry cried and kissed her. The cow eyes looked to
him, injured, pitiful.
"I love you," she said.

Larry awoke with a start. The moon hovered in the window and the televi
sion whined a blue static. The spilled beer had dried to a stiff and sticky residue
on his shirt He pulled off the shirt, moved to his bedroom and slept.
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He rose early in the morning and book the CTA to Paul's apartment. He
climbed the wooden steps and knocked on his friend's door. It was six A.M.
Larry waited, and knocked again. He heard a city garbage truck mulling
through the alley. A hand pushed the print curtain aside. Paul appeared in the
gap, looking old and misused. I^rry saw Paul leave the window and walk away
to his room.
Larry knocked again, harder.
"Go away, you motherfucker!" Paul shouted across the distance.
Larry continued knocking.
"Go away!"
Listen: you're my friend, Paul."
"Go to Hell!" Paul disappeared into the morning hall.
Larry turned the knob; it was unlocked —Paul never locked his door; he
preferred self-defense. Larry moved to the kitchen table and sat. not disguising
his noises. He waited five minutes. "Hey, you want some coffee?" he asked after
the interval.
Paul flew into the tiny room: "Go away before I break your head!"
Larry lept from his seat, positioning the table between himself and the boxer.
'Listen: I'm sorry for what I did last night. I wasn't feelings good. I had a
headache—"
"I'll give you a headache! You're really stupid. You don't say things like that
to friends. What are you, a kid?"
Larry smiled and sat in the plastic seat. "Listen: I was wrong I just gotta learn
to live with things."
"Don't give me that! You're forty and you still can't control yourself? You
don't know right from wrong? You're too old."
"I know "
"I know, too. Why don't you go home?"
"You want some breakfast?" Larry asked.
"I II tell you what you gotta learn to live with: you are stupid. 'Cause I don't
win don't make me a loser. I can't believe you said that, like a kid."
Larry rose and walked cautiously around Paul to the refrigerator (which
stood as straight as an arrow, I^arry noticed). "What do you want for
breakfast?"
For you to go home." Paul left the kitchen for his room
I-arry opened the refrigerator and found six eggs He moved stuff aside on
the counter to mix the eggs in a howl He held an egg in his fist and snapped its
shell on the side of the howl. He broke each, pulling its casing apart and letting
the insides run to the bottom. The eggs were frying when Paul entered.
"What are you doing?"
"Making omelettes." He tilted the pan to show the milky liquid hardening.
"You're simple in the head, you know?"
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"Yeah," I.arry agreed. Paul was not a great philosopher But Larry didn't care;
he was cooking his demons. "Get plates, will ya?"
Paul fetched plates and silverware. The friends sat and Larry served the eggs.
Larry said, "If you ever need a sparring partner, let me know."
"Sure. I'd probably kill you, though."
They laughed and ate. There was quietness, then Larry added, "I'm going to
learn to live with things."
Paul laughed, almost to himself. He said, "You think you can come over here
and say Tm sorry,' and it's okay?"
"No. But sometimes you have to overlook problems in others to get along."
"Yeah, right."
"Listen: I have to get going. I have to be at work and I smell. I spilled a beer."
"Were you drunk?"
"No, no. I just spilled a beer. But really I gotta go," I^rry left the table and an
empty plate. Paul followed him to the door.
"See you later."
"Yeah."
"And don't let it happen again."
"I won't."
Larry paced down the steps to the bus. It was a good morning, broad, still.
Wrapped in that fragile stillness, he went on to work.
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Life Mask
I imagine that I might someday
carve away my face with the razor,
scrape away the foam and,
finding nothing there, no blood nor veins, see
my whisker-specked life mask flowing
in an easy spiral down the drain,
leaving behind glistening, smooth
dappled marble flesh.
Mouth gone, a seam like the fold
over an amputated arm, I would
no longer have to speak and
words would no longer come.
My face would be as
a broken statue's, hideous and incomplete,
mute and perfect, frozen
but free from having
its shape in stone.
I hen, in the mirror,
I could see the eyes. And they
would not be fixed.
I hey would be innocent,
seeing in their gray reflection
the worn elbow of an old man's jacket
or the baleful wash over trees
before a rainstorm on a lake.
I he eyes would know in silence.
I could fill the basin
with steaming water and close
my eyes; my palms could bathe them
in warmth, in darkness,
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and with my fingers I could imagine a face.
I would open my eyes
and speak.

William Marchl
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Neighbors
Dark silent halls, my home
yet still strange and unknown.
Lives are locked away behind thick doors.
Sometimes the walls whisper of lonely deaths
echoing through the bleak halls.
Expressionless, white faces stare in the elevator.
I hey slip in and out from behind their cells
chaining the barriers shut, locking me out.
I think of the dusty graves
of my silent neighbors who hide their life stories,
memories of careers past
and lost lovers, in old boxes.
Locked away from the world,
they dream and die.
Daniella Stollman
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Daniela Frank
a script for a clandestine performance
(fragments)
Alonso Alegria
Alonso Alegria is a Peruvian playwirgbt and director presently teaching in the
Kenyon Theatre Department, His plays have been produced worldwide.
This is the first time that fragments of Dantela Frank appear in print. This
two-cbaracter play is slated for production in New York during the present season.
The time is the present. The place, that of the performance.
Daniela addresses the audience directly several times during the play. The fol
lowing is part of what she says.
(.Lights up The stage is empty, DANIEIA FRANK comes in and faces the audience
Pause.)
DANIELA KRANK

My name is Daniela Frank.
r

(Silence)

I am going to l>e deported I got my walking papers from the Immigration
and Naturalization Service three weeks ago. I should be out of the country
by now. But I'm not leaving.
(Beat)
I am Peruvian. Born in Lima, Peru, South America. I am 27 years old. Nine
years ago I came to this country with a tourist visa, hut hoping to stay. That's
against the law. Anybody here knows anything about visas?
(Beat.)
Anybody here works for the Immigration Police?
(Pause DAVID FRANK enters from audience )
I his is David Frank He was my husband. We got divorced some time ago.
(Picks up newspaper DAVID changes into FREDERICK HUNTER.)
Until recently I was Staff Reporter for a big national newspaper I wrote an
article about an 8-year-old hoy who was shooting heroin up his vein three
times a day An interview. It became national news.
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(To audience.)
I'd been an illegal alien for three years before I got my Green Card. I was
lucky. Only three years of nightmares about the embarrassment, the shame
of being thrown out of the country. Anyone here ever been thrown out of
somewhere? Somebody's home? When you're thrown out of this country
you can't ever come hack. No visa. Oh, I suppose you could wade across the
river, yes, hut that means jail if you get caught. I don't have my Green Card
any more. None of my papers, only my walking papers. What I'm saying is, I
know how to live in rooms rented in someone else's name, hiding your ad
dress from people you meet, without a telephone, paying and getting paid
only in cash. Meanwhile, you're writing long letters home, where you fulfill
every last detail of your American Dream. I still have my job at the "Press",
you know? All this isn't happening.
(Beat.)
What I'm saying is, this I'm doing now, I learned to do it nine years ago. To
do it well. 1 can be illegal for as long as I want to, they'll never catch up with
me. I know my way around this country now. Anyone hwe works for Im
migration Police? My name is Daniela Frank! Daniela Rocha, before I got
married. I'd look at my hands, those days and try hard to remember them
picking flowers, playing the guitar, caressing a man's face, even shaking other
hands. You can write English! You can speak the language and you're in
telligent! You shouldn't have to—you should be studying! That's what you
came here for! What could be the harm of studying! Only you can't, they
want your real name and address, your passport, 1-94 slip, your Social
Security number, they want to see your Green Card Sorry. Better go home.
Why don't you?
(Beat.)
You know what New York City docs to your brain, when you come from
Peru? Or from Peru, Indiana, for that matter? You look at this enormous
city, monstrous city going on for miles and you say, There's got to be a place
for me too! Why isn't there a place for me too!
(Beat.)
The truth is that even the people who live here legally don't have a place. To
feel safe, at least. To feel both safe and free, at the same time One night, I'd
been walking around for hours, alone, my God, what is it that makes you
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stay, so alone and hurting so much! You have your return ticket in the bot
tom of your suitcase! What pride, what fear keeps you walking in circles like
a dog looking for a place to lie down, breaking your back and your hands
ten, twelve hours a day for two dollars an hour, filling your eyes with gar
bage and grime, your mind rotting slowly, year after year after year!
Sometimes I'd stop. I'd stand at a corner and wait. Smiling Open. Like a
hooker. Almost hoping someone would ask me for a trick, I'd give him the
fuck of his life, I swear1 And if somebody mugged me, raped me, it wouldn't
matter either. Do you know what the lights of Manhattan say to you, when
you live in a sooty apartment in Brooklyn? Those lights tell you "it's all
right. I hey whisper, "no problem, don't worry, you've got to make it! Go
ahead and cheat, steal, lie, fuck, fuck yourself, kill yourself, kill but make it,
swecty, it's ail right, honey, it's all right . . ."

DANIELA

(To audience, immobile.)
Naked. I o stand in front of you naked. It's not as difficult as it seems. To tell
the truth is difficult.
(Beat)
My brother Carlos is a jdnkic. I brought him to this country and this country
ruined him. I hat may be unfair: he ruined himself in this country. What's
fair?
(Beat.)
My brother Carlos is a junkie. I can say it because it's not the truth. The
truth is to show you the pain I feel. The fear. The guilt He's probably dead
by now. I can say it if I don't think of what it means. An overdose, a stab
bing. I haven t seen him for six months, I'll be leaving him behind when they
deport me. Anyone here works for the Immigration Police? The Vice Squad'
I he F.B.I ? Carlos Rocha; 17; five feet nine inches; black hair, brown eyes,
light skin, a tiny scar under his left eyebrow ... He speaks like me, with a
Spanish accent. If you-find him, if he's arrested, please don't-throw him in
jail, thcyd rape him. kill him. Send him back, if you can. See if you can't
send him back to Peril.
(She begins to get dressed.)
I brought him here last summer. Id gone to Peru on an assignment from the
Press . lo cover the earthquake, from the Human Interest angle. With my
fancy camera, Bloomingdalc's top to bottom, I was w;alking around —walking
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over the ruins of Yungay. It was huricd whole under mountains of mud. An
old woman running up to me saying "gracias, gringuita, gracias por la ayuda
que tu gran pais nos esta prestando en nuestra desgracia". Thank you, grin
guita, for all the help your great country is lending us in our misery. "No, no,
I m Peruvian, soy peruana!" She was weeping, kissing my hands, children
flocked around us, touching the hem of my skirt, caressing the leather of my
boots. "Don't thank me, I'm one of you! Victima, yo tambien soy victima!"
(Beat)
I had the gall to say that. They didn't believe me, of course. How could they?
My camera alone was worth more than most of the houses the avalanche
had buried. 1 ran. I had to run away.

DANIELA
(To Audience )
I spent the year I turned 16 in this country. I'd come in legally, as an ex
change student, to live with an American family. There was a large house,
surrounded by woods, next to a waterfall, one girl my age, one much
younger and . . .
(Beat.)
I soon started calling her "mom". I have a widowed father in I.ima, Peru, and
a divorced mother in Bethany, Connecticut, I would think .. and daydream
about getting them together, what a couple! She was an artist, an illustrator,
she made beautiful pictures of birds for wonderful, glossy books When 1 first
saw her-I was arriving from the airport—she ran up to me and held my face
between her hands. She looked at me with those moist blue eyes and then
said "My God, what intelligence!" I was so grateful she didn't say "you're
beautiful" I loved her from that moment on.
(Beat)
I was overwhelmed by this country, I was going crazy looking and listening,
I'd lie down on the falling snow and open my mouth and wonder why
something so beautiful wasn't sweet And I fell madly in love with a boy with
full sweet lips and long blond hair . . . but in the evenings I sat riveted to a
IV set full of war scenes from Viet Nam, live. Women and children with
burning bodies, screaming, faces blown off. One evening I heard Clara, her
name is Clara, I heard her muttering in front of the TV set. At first I thought
she might be praying, then she said "Come on, Ralph1" and then "Ralph
Waldo Emerson, how do you like that1 Good thing you didn't live to see this
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mess!" I didn't know what do to, it was kind of funny. She turned to me.
sharply, looked at me and walked over to the book-shelves and picked out
five, eight, a dozen books and set them on my lap: Mark Twain, Walt Whit
man, Faulkner, Wilder, Dos Passos . . "These guys are American, too," she
said . . "But if we ever start a shooting war against Peru, Daniela, you shoot
right back!" She was holding a small bound volume in her hand. "You dig
your trench, Daniela, and shoot right back Just keep a copy of this guy next
to your heart. Ralph Waldo Emerson could never stop a war, but he may
stop a bullet yet!"
(Beat)
America is the country where I made love for the first time . . . where I
wrote my first poem, where I first felt good about speaking my mind, where
I have someone I call Mother. Years later, when I told her I'd come in with a
tourist visa but hoping to stay, she said "welcome home." It felt good, and
true, and real. That woman is inside my soul, the same as there is an
America, my America inside my soul. If I ever have to shoot against
Americans, if I have dug a trench inside America right now it is also, also
because I love that woman and the many, many people of all kinds, who've
also said ... It was Clara that first welcomed Carlos to this country.
(Pause Then to herself.)
I hey II have to find me, first. Put me in irons, gag me, blindfold me Drag me
aboard that plane to I«ima. I'll learn to speak kechua. Live up inside the
mountains with Carlos, some hidden valley. Carlos will pick retamas for me.
We'll take care of the sheep. Hell harvest the wheat and I'll milk the g__._
oats
and we'll make good cheese and bread. And we'll share everything with the
Indians, our neighbors, and Carlos will play the kena and III play the guitar
he'll soon forget he ever—
(Pause. Then to audience, fear.)
Am I cracking up?

05:28:07
I am alone and it is dusk
and there is a murmur in my heart:
soon the street-lights will come on.
Soon the lights will reach all
at once across the city, soon
a wave of darknesses I know will be
put out, and I know then if I could
spin myself into a cord of light
I could touch you. Yes,
I am thinking of you . . .
I am thinking of you
as this night comes,
and I am with you
as I am with this night,
this twilight that kneels
down over downtown offices,
that eases in ambiguous
silence these vaulted places
where men and women have met
and conversed and dispersed again
and will again, where the thunder
of their day is shocked
into the stillness of mirror and glass
that holds each reflection steady:
Do you hear dull steps slap
and repeat over the concrete?
They are my own;
I am the walker that tips
with the light and the shadow
past these abandoned districts,
that moves on into the stretch
of tenaments gutted or condemned,
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their windows gapped by boards,
their entries blocked by two-by-fours . .
I am leaning against that door,
and this evening folds around me
like a prayer: there is no sound
to me . . . Do you remember me:
I was on that corner you passed
on your way out of town,
you saw me looking back
in your rear-view mirror,
and you didn't stop, or
you stopped only to wait
for the signal to change . . .
Were you going home,
was your radio on:
did you hear the news
come crackling on
with its urgency and
sometimes regret . . .
Do you remember me now,
do you soc me now, looking back,
or can I only remember you . . .
It seems as though I watched you
now forever: 1 held you
in my sight as though I couldn't
let you go, and I followed y Oil
until your car was sucked away,
until I lost you in the glance
of a thousand-thousand headlights . . .
I remember only your face now,
but it is like a glare whisked
through time and smudged.
Propped against an entrance-way
at dusk, I watch the cars flush by.
1 hear a woman call her children
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in from the street. They will come
because they are hungry. I am waiting
for the streetlights to come on.
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David Baker: An Interview
David Baker published bis first book of poems, Laws of the Land, in 1981
while completing bis Ph D work at the University of Utah, and while also ser
ving as Editor of Quarterly West. His poems and critical essays have appeared
widely in journals across the country. He is presently here at Kenyan teaching
Freshman English, Creative Writing, and American Literature, he is also
preparing bis second book, Haunts.
On the Sunday afternoon we went to interview David Baker, it was cold,
and the leaves were gone from the trees. We met in bis Gambler apartment
which was furnished with a stereo, a sofa, two arm chairs, and two standing
lamps. Two book shelves stood against opposite walls and held the room in close.
In them such works as the Collected Letters of Walt Whitman, volumes of
Robert Penn Warren, Robert Fitzgerald's translation o/Thc Aeneid, and the
Library of (.ongress editions of the American Classics were particularly evident.
On the coffee table between us a hedge-apple, which we had given htm a few
days earlier, was turning brown
J F.N.
HIKA

\ou were born in Ma'ne, grew up in Missouri, and have travelled
throughout the south-west corridor. I lave you found home vet?
BAKKR

That is a difficult question to answer, I think, because there are two kinds of
home that we could be talking about: where I live and where I am from; and
the biographical home of the poems that I try to write. It is true that I was born
in Maine, but (we) moved before I was one year old and I have never been
back since, so Maine is not really part of my life. To me, home is Missouri.
That is where I lived from the age of one until I was twenty-four It is the land I
still conjure. It's the language I still speak, and it is the language of the people
there that I still recall. It is also the language 1 try to create in my poems.
HIKA

Do you think you will ever move back to Missouri?
BAKKR

If I never go back, or if I don't go back for a long time, I will always carry it
with me. It will always remain my point of origin and it will always remain
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special to me. 1 think it would be nice to go back, I'd like to go back and live
there, or at least somewhere similar. I think this area of Ohio is like central
Missouri.
HIKA

Somerset Maugham said that he could see England more clearly by having a
distance of continents. Do you see home more clearly now that you are away
from it?
BAKER

Yes, I do. I never understood much about Missouri until I left. I never wrote
specifically or clearly about Missouri until I moved to Utah After I had left
home, I started writing about it.
HIKA

When you speak of Missouri you don't speak of urban St. Louis or its
periphery, you speak of something rural, do you not?
RAKER

Yes, and I think it is less Missouri that I am talking about than that kind of
half Ozark, half plains, midwestern farm area.
IIIKA

So that landscape could be found anywhere in rural America?
BAKER

It really could, except for the fact of the language that people speak who live
there. That is one thing I mean when I talk about Missouri. That kind of
language, that dialect, the way of expression . . . but I don't want to start talk
ing about regionalism as a kind of patriotic response of mine. I don't see
Missouri in that way. I don't think it's any better than anywhere else or any
more special I think there's a danger with a lot of regional writers. They treat
their region as the best place on earth That's wrong. It's meaningful to me, and
because it's the language with which I'm most familiar and comfortable, it's the
landscape where I feci at home That's why it's important, not because it's l>ettcr.
HIKA

What do you remember most clearly about growing up there? Is there a par
ticularly happy memory from your childhood?
RAKER

The happiest moment of my childhood is probably something I've long since
forgotten, at least I would like to think so. The happiest moments of my life, I
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think, have been when I have been out in the middle of nowhere, when I've
been out in the woods doing something. They've been moments when I've
been alone or almost alone: maybe with a friend or a member of my family.
There is one particular moment I always remember. 1 remember fishing with
my father early one morning. We'd been running bank lines all night. I was
beat, tired, dirty, smelly; mosquitoes were everywhere. I was still hot, though it
was early in the morning. I remember dragging my feet out of the mud of the
riverbank. I remember seeing the campfire way in the distance under the trees
and the shrubs and I remember my father picking me up and carrying me
through an old pasture, kicking up clover and bits of dew as he walked. The
next thing I remember was the next morning. That kind of warmth or
security-that absolute giving of myself over to something. It's what I want a
poem to do.
HIKA

Has writing replaced that sense of security you felt with your father that
morning?
BAKKR

Yes. writing gives me a sense of security It also threatens mexl don't know if
I can do it. I sit and fiddle for weeks with two lines and can't get them right. I
guess by security I mean it gives me something to do. My life is defined by
writing. I have a purpose. 1 want to write. And I'm secure in that.
IIIKA

Going back to your father again, would you tell us how your family influenced
your growth?
BAKKR

On one hand, I have no idea because I suspect that you can't separate family
from growth, but I have a very close family. I never had any problems, I gu ess.
My mom and dad are kind of perfect parents, and my little brother is a perfect
little brother, and now a big businessman and politician in Missouri; you
know, it was perfect. It influenced my growth in that it was part of my growth.
It defined pan of my growth My memories of my family now, and even my
family as it still is, are good, and warm. I do find myself writing about that
quite a bit, though-but I also find myself lying too, using characters that ap
pear to be in my family, in my poems. A father who does this, a brother who
does that, a sister who does something. I feel free to lie in that respect. To show
you what I mean, I m working on a poem now about my son ... I don't have
one; but because of my family, I can imagine and want, in this poem, to have a
son. Maybe thats the best answer to your question.
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You have said that to become a writer it takes a lot of paper. What do you
think of the relationship between the author and the silence of the page?
BAKER

In my poems I believe that silence and poetry arc two forces constantly at
work against each other. They arc almost adversaries or enemies. Poetry,
which is language working as well as it can, is trying to defeat silence, is trying
to overcome silence. Look at a page how the words of the poem are completely
surrounded by silence Before the poem there is silence, after the poem there is
silence. Around the poem, down the lines, down the margins there is white
space. The poem even cuts off at the end of a line and there's white space. In
between the stanzas there is white space, and all this is silence, and among this
white silence is language. In my poems I'm always trying to spite the silence, to
speak, to make something out of nothing. To make something out of silence.
But I'm not a mystic —and I don't want my poems to vanish back into silence. I
believe finally, as Dave Smith believes, that poetry is the enemy of silence, and
silence is the enemy of poetry. Poetry is a means of communication.
MIKA

Do you think that there is an antagonism between poetry and silence?
BAKER

No. Not antagonism It is a tension. I think the tension between the word
and silence is what makes poetry work so well A poem tries to be the most
perfect language that it can be. The best sounds and the best ideas balance
against so much emptiness in silence. The writer must find words, and sounds,
and form which fit so closely that there is no gap between them. This is the
writer's relationship with the silence of the page. And it is a healthy relation
ship. What is shared, finally, between the author, the poem, and the reader is
language.
MIKA

Do you feel competitive about your work?
BAKER

The competitiveness I feel is only against myself. That's one reason I started
playing music when I was so young; it was a challenge that I could only over
come by myself. It is the same thing with poetry. Every time I write I want to
write better than I did the last time I want to write a "perfect" poem
sometime —a poem in which no piece of punctuation, no work, no line break,
no phrase, no anything can be improved. That will probably never happen I
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know it won't happen. But that does not mean that 1 won't go on trying. In
fact I can't imagine my life now if I weren't writing I've gotten myself to that
point. I dont know it its healthy, but its what I do. I see my world now
through my writing; the two have shaped each other inextricably. My competitiveness is based on my need to communicate through writing.
HIKA

Do you think that writing is the noblest calling?
BAKER

Do you mean profession5 I don't think there is any profession that is more
noble than another. I think the greatest thing one person can do for another is
help that person live his or her own life more fully. Priests do that, politici ails
do that, writers do that. I guess the noblest calling is to pass along compassion
for each other.
IIIKA

How is this exhibited, how is this made felt for you?
BAKER

When you write I think you use yourself and your language to touch as
many people as you can. That's why I write. That's also why I don't sit in a
room trying to be a monk or a mystic I don t try to absorb all my language in
to myself and let it stop there. I hat just isn't good enough for me. Certainly
that is a way to begin, but a writer exploits himself I use myself. I put myself
into my work. I do not try to teach through my work; 1 think writing is more
than that. I try to share something, to share something as clearly as I can. I've
chosen to write rather than lx- a doctor, say, because I think that maybe I can
touch more people through the page than through a hospital.
IIIKA

Is this your motivation then3
BAKER

There are all kinds of motivations for being a writer. I do it for myself. I'd be
silly to say any different. I do it in order to clarify and to understand better my
world I do it because my past is not as wonderful and as good as I want it to
be You embellish, you re-create when you write. So on the one hand writing is
absolutely selfish, but on the other it is ultimately generous. When I write I try
as much as I can to move out of myself and into as many people as I can. That
is why I try to write as clearly as I can—so that people can get what it is that I
am writing about. Good writing is absolutely indulgent and absolutely selfless
at the same time.
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Do you think writing takes a certain strength or courage?
BAKER

I think it's less strength and courage than a learned way of life It's something
you just do. I didn't start writing with any clear idea that I was going to
dedicate the rest of my life to it. It just turned out that way. Somehow it has
taken over and it is much less an act of courage than of necessity.
HIKA

When did you start writing?
BAKER

I didn't start writing until I was a sophomore in college. I hated English in
high school. It was not that I didn't like to read-in fact I loved to read —it was
just the lack of interest in my high school courses. I read everything when I was
young—the Hardy Boys, Huck Finn, whatever. My mother kept putting
hooks in front of me and I kept reading. I suppose in terms of literary
influences those books are as significant as anything else.
HIKA

When you were young, did you always have the feeling you were someday
going to become a writer?
BAKER

It never entered my mind. Even now when I live my life I don't think in
those terms. The feeling of being a writer only comes back when I am writing.
I live first and then I write.
HIKA

When did you know that you were going to dedicate yourself to writing?
BAKER

When I was teaching high school. It took so much of my time and so much
of my energy that I couldn't write. That's when I knew I wanted to write.
Teaching high school demands every moment and every ounce of energy
because you have 1 50 students and thousands of papers to grade and you're in
there for six hours a day. You have lunch duty and you chapcrone the prom
and you sell tickets at the football games. The more I loved it, the more I was
absolutely going nuts because I wanted to write. I found myself cheating and I
found myself not grading this set of papers the way I ought to. Sometimes I d
drive home during my lunch hour or lock myself in my office. Finally I just
gave it up and decided to become a student again.
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So you went to Ltah. Was it there you found your voice?
BAKER

I don't know if I have found my voice yet. Certainly at Utah I started writing
very seriously; I even became obsessed with the idea of trying to find out what
it was I knew about: what language was most comfortable to me, what land
scape, v\ hat people I wanted to create in my poems. I guess my voice emerged
from that dilemma. Its still coming out. Everytime one writes a new poem one
adds to one's voice.
HIKA

How have you trained yourself to become a writer?
BAKER

I started in the very beginning to respond to other writers-to Donne, to
Whitman, to Marlow and Eliot. To everybody. I started imitating other
writers. I think that s how we all start. I also started imitating things I heard like
the language of the people around me, like things I thought about. I think
training really involves, as we've mentioned before, lots of paper.
I < IK A

\N hat kind ol world do you look for in your poetry?
BAKER

I try to do something more valuable than just make up a world in a poem. I
try to see more clearly this world. That's finally what I try to do.
HIKA

I his world more clearly as it is or as it could be?
BAKtK

I want to be faithful to this world as much as I can. I feel free in lying about
the small things, but I have to tell the truth about the big things. That's why I
like Robert Penn Warren's poems so much. His heart seems to want to reveal
the world as it is. He is not going to transform the world. He's going to il
luminate it. I hat s what I want to do in my poems.
HIKA

Do you think, then, that your poem emerges more from life than from sym
bols of life? Does your poetry try to work more through things than through
ideas?
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In a way that is an accurate question, but it is also ambiguous. I want to be a
narrative poet. I want to tell stories. I want to return a little bit of fiction to
poetry. That means I must create characters, plot, action, settings. I must have
time pass in my poems. What I want to do in a poem is use the world —to use
people, things. But that does not mean that these are not symbols, and it does
not mean that they are not ideas.
HIKA

Do you write with a particular reader in mind?
BAKER

No. I try to say something to someone else who will try to understand—who
will want to understand. I try to think of an audience as something very big. In
that way I feel more compelled to clarity.
HIKA

Let's go back to your voice again.
BAKER

Well, there are two different ways we can talk about voice: the voice of an
individual piece, or the voice of the whole body of work. For the former, in
"Haunts," for example, I think the voice is very narrative, very rough-edged. In
"Anniversary of Silence," though, the voice is very pure, very restrained. It's a
voice heavy with sadness. In terms of the accumulated poems I want my voice
to be a large voice that's capable of several ways of speaking. I want it to be
rough. I want it to be pure. I want it to be meditative. I want it to be able to be
narrative.
HIKA

There is a single, large voice behind these poems.
BAKER

Good. That is what I want.
HIKA

In terms of biography do you think it matters that there is a Dave Baker
behind these poems?
BAKER

No. The poem is finally the best explanation of itself. It is its own best
paraphrase. After all, I have chosen the words, say in "Anniversary of Silence,"
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because they are the best words I know. I have chosen those syntactical con
structions because they arc the best constructions I know. That poem is the
best way I know how to say what that poem says. Everything else is beating
around the bush. Our criticism falls short of our creation, though our criticism
is essential.
HIKA

In "Haunts" and in "Anniversary of Silence" you blend two very different
subjects together. Why?
RAKER

What I want to do is create some kind of tension Tension between ac
tivities, between ideas, between the sounds of words, between characters. Art
depends on tension. It s a sense of tension I want in the voice. It's a sense of ten
sion I want in the gut of the reaelcr. I want to create in my poems a sense that
the world is complex-that there are forces at work which one can't control.
One tries to when one writes about them, but finally doesn't. That's why I
combine those two things in "Anniversary of Silence." They work off each other.
That's why I include them in "Haunts."
IIIKA

Did the killing in "Anniversary of Silence" actually happen?
BAKER

Not like that. The poem is true in that cottonmouths ball up in water, in that
quarries till up with water that kids swim it; it's true that a catbird sings. The
poem is even true in that I read a story about a young girl who dove into a
quarry-pool into a ball of snakes and was killed. I he poem isn't true in that it
didn't happen in my life. That doesn't seem important though. What's impor
tant is that it is real on the page; it is true on the page. It is true also to the voice
of the character of the poem.
IIIKA

Do you think that a criterion for art is that it should change something in the
viewer, in the listener, or in the reader?
BAKER

When I read a poem I want to feel and know something in a way I didn't
before.
HIKA

In "Anniversary of Silence" do you hear the woman's cry in the song of the
bird?

BAKER
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Well, certainly I want the two to become almost inseparable as the poem
develops. The speaker in the poem does not necessarily recognize the woman's
voice in the bird. What he recognizes is the continuous song of the bird. Then,
when the song fades, he recognizes in the silence the same silence of ten years
before when the woman vanished in the water. The bird's song becomes a
means for returning. For the man the silence is very frightening, very awful
because something has been lost. It's when the bird is gone that he is jarred out
of his sleep and brought into contact with the same silence he faced ten years
earlier. Yet the song is only one of the patterns of imagery in the poem that
bring the two occurrences together. The flowers, the quality of the language,
the sense of the sleepy, drowsy drifting do it as well. In this poem I am trying
with sounds and with patterns of imagery to bring two events together. But I
am talking too much of the poem . . .

The Anniversary of Silence
May 1972, May 1982
Every night for weeks, from the lilac's deep heart,
a catbird has softly sung through my sleep,
the same one always quietly mewing when I come home
or when I bend beneath it in the garden. This morning
I listened until the bulbs I planted seemed
like teardrops and I put them in the ground sadly.
Once there was a beauty even in the wreckage
men made of the world. 1 he old quarry lake
lay waveless as it freckled under that evening's
early moon, and the low piles of rubble-rock
shone along the shore bare in the failing light.
Who could blame us as we stepped out ot our clothes
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and dove into the green heart of water? Who
could have seen there, like a dim, floating stone
in the still sheen, the ball of cottonmouths simmering?
There was nothing we could do. We stood back
on the glistening bank and watched as she just drifted.
She had found their black secret, so they must have been
on her, mouths blossoming like white flowers,
her mouth open as if to call or sing, yet oddly silent,
perhaps already choked with water. Or perhaps she really
smiled, as it seemed to us who were too far to see
the details of fear, as she floated among them
in the lovely evening, waving to us on the shore.
Every night it has sung softly through my sleep.
Now I lie here restless, alone, tugged
from the slow wash of slumber not by light
or an y noise, but by a silence dark and choking.
I do not know whether the bird has flown away or what
has happened. It is too dark to see anything
from the window, except the late wind wasting away
in the nearest leaves and a few stars high, faint.
How strange to feel such loss at this small
absence. 1 wish I could reach out and touch her
hand where she floats, and pull her from the darkness.
I wish I heard hen singing softly, safe now, saved.

David Baker

Printed by permission of The Kenyan Review
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Pieta
I sat
crosslegged,
my back jammed hard
against the edge
of an armrest
as I faced sideways
while the van rolled north;
we were riding
into the mountains
and there was
thick sweet summer darkness
coming in
through open windows
on all sides,
but I had stopped seeing
around me
vinyl seats or chrome doorhandles
or the walls of the moving machine
or even mountains passing by
in various shapes of darkness,
because you
had laid your head
in my lap.
I sat
wondering
at the miracle
long dreamed of
happening in flesh
at that moment:
you, aloof
and remote in the mystery of yourself,
always towering over me and never touching me,
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now stretched out,
six feet three inches of long body
on the vinyl space between us
trusting me to hold you
while you slept.
I looked down over you,
watching your face released
from wit and control,
charm gone and replaced
with a child's quick breathing
and your lower lip pulled under
your upper one;
I felt your hair
damp and matted from the heat
glue your forehead
to my arm
and your cheek
pillow itself
on my thigh
beneath my breast;
and something in my body arched,
hovered
in a thin space
before a gesture
crossed one inch of air
to lay my hand on your face —
but the rising ache poised,
held before acting,
and my hand never
touched
your unconscious cheek or your lips
but lay
an inch away,
curved and still.
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Wc were playing the Pieta,
you and I,
carved into form
in our roles;
and though the van climbed higher and higher
slam-bouncing on dirt and stones
and throwing me again and again
against the harsh wood
of the armrest,
I did not change
with a motion
the stillness
of that moment.
I looked back out
quietly
into the darkness,
and saw that it was brilliant
with car beams
and fireflies.
Michel Ann Shapiro

A Passage From Franklin
Corncllius Attlebce

He had a loud and clear voice, and articulated his words so perfectly that he
might be heard and understood at a great distance; especially as his auditors
observed the most perfect silence. He preached one evening from the top of the
Court House steps, which are in the middle of Market-street, and on the west
side of Second-street, which crosses it at right angles. Both streets were filled with
his hearers at a considerable distance. Being among the hindmost in Marketstreet, I had the curiosity to learn how far he could be heard, by retiring
backwards down the street towards the river; I found his voice distinct till I came
near Front-street, when some noise in that street obscured it Imagining th 111 .1
semi-circle, of which my distance should be the radius, and that it was filled with
auditors, to each of whom I allowed two square feet, I computed that he might
well be heard by more than thirty-thousand That reconciled me to the
newspaper accounts of his having preached to twenty-five thousand people in the
fields, and to the history of generals haranguing whole armies, of which I
sometimes doubted
-from the Autobiography of Benjamin Frankltn

Lh I us say it is autumn and there is a coolness in the evening air; the city of
Philadelphia is still in the twilight, lent back into the lambent ease of a shifting,
sunset sky. The year is sometime after the year of I 740, hut let us say that we
have come down into the streets of this city to hear the famed Mr Whitefield
lift his voice among t;s, the Children of God and of the New World, and
Franklin is there as one of us, is there with us. Franklin is there knit at the
fringes of the crowd —was it perhaps the opportunity of hearing his friend's ser
mon that has lured him early from his shop? Or perhaps he is there on business,
intending to recount the evening's affairs for his paper, or perhaps he is there
simply to enjoy the open air in the hub-hub of the crowd, the crowd that is
silent as we are silent. Lifted to the sway of the minister's high chant , we arc
silent, moving only to shift our stance, to tuck one arm under the other, and,
with heads lifted or bowed to the drift of the heavens, we are counted.
And what does Franklin sec: what does he do? What are his thoughts as hemoves through the press of the townspeople, looks up into their open and sud
den gaze, their looks of shock and of pride and of wonder? Does he feel their
eyes on his face, feel his neighbor jerk aside as he slips back through the crowd:
What idle thoughts or wild passions move and shade his eyes as he walks
among his fellows?
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We cannot truely know that evening has passed. It returns to us only in
record, a paragraph penned in the evening of Franklin's own life. The passage
remains all we may know, remains a fragment of a twilight held in and through
Franklin's thought and his world and his self, etched by his one hand poised
beneath an ebbing light. No, we may not know what images fled behind his
steps into that evening, but we may guess, or infer, or deduce: even a public
man cannot hide from his shadow, though he may try to trick it. Let us step
through this passage, lift a corridor into that shade, bring it back into the even
ing light.
He begins the account with an observation, a personal reckoning, a state
ment for record: "Fie (Whitefield) had a loud and clear voice, and articulated
his words perfectly that he might be heard and understood at a great distance:
especially as his auditors observed the perfect silence." This becomes the focus
and intent of the ensuing details of the event, something "observed" that he will
delineate and corroborate. Franklin sets the stage: with a precision methodical
and calculated, we are allowed a clear outlay in linear terms of what is before
us. Geography becomes geometry, and the speaker is placed on a grid: he
assumes the center. Radiating out from this point spread the "many hearers":
they pass out into "a considerable distance." Franklin himself is of that distance,
"being among the hindmost in Market-street." Having established the greater
context of the event in a spatial relation, he brings the reader's attention to
himself and his own and individual center as observer. Franklin: "I found his
voice distinct until I came to Front-street." The only reference made to
Whitefield's sermon is again spatial: we are not addressed to the content of the
words, only to their sonic 'value', namely, that it is "distinct." Franklin extends a
second circular figure, this center dilating out from his position near Frontstreet. From this point of observation, he deduces mathematically the possibili
ty of there being lodged in that space upwards of thirty-thousand heads, and
that they would all be able to hear the voice spoken clearly from its center, his
own. From that deduction, he concludes with a co-relative observation: " This
reconciled me to the newspaper accounts to his having preached to twenty-five
thousand people in the fields, and of the history of generals haranguing whole
armies, of which 1 sometimes doubted."
What is doubted? For Franklin, are not all things "doubted" until they may
be personally taken to a proof or a dis-proof? It seems evident that he is goading
us, of course quite coolly and empirically, not only to reflect on the possible
dangers of such mass, evangelical gatherings, that they may be no more than a
lofty sort of rabble-rousing, but also to suspect his own sterile detachment from
it. Franklin must have been affected, as he had been on past occasions, by the
power of Mr. Whitcficld's oration, but his accounting is devoid of any emo
tional or even incidental coloring. He retires backward toward "Front-street." Is
it possible that Franklin is actually putting on a 'front?' The public man is
perhaps inferring that only through posing in a stayed and calculated 'front' can
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you retain distance from the crowd and its emotional flare. Geometry and
mathematics are the most clean and rational language by which to convey idea:
Franldin imposes concentric circles around his depiction of a revivalist meeting
to exhibit how an individual may at once stand within and beyond the crowd.
Science, a dedication to observation and the study of all things, is the religion
of the individual who wishes to remain an individual, remain "everywhere a
center and nowhere a circumference."* It is the religion of one who alone looks
upon the world until the world itself becomes a philosophy and a faith. John
Cheever once said, . . that sense of alienation that is, as far as I know, the
very beginning of perception." You can almost hear Franklin say aloud to
himself," . . . thirty-thousand, plus one."
Franklin is the center of his own life: he is the center of this passage. We
must realize that Franklin himself might have very well, at some point in the
years proceeding from this event, been in very much the same position at Mr.
Whitefield, perhaps even stood on the same steps and spoken over as large a
gathering, and that as we read this passage we arc indeed in that crowd: the
silence is observed and is a perfect one. Frankilin is the center of our attention,
and there are "many hearers" reaching back into "a great distance"; it is we
ourselves at the hindmost. It is Franklin himself who speaks in "a loud and clear
voice" and who seeks after the perfect articulation of himself and his world and
his thoughts, Franklin perhaps knew that his circle would eclipse that of Mr.
Whiteficld's, knew that perhaps he from the crowd looking on would some day
call us back into the cool of that autumn sky and ask us to sometimes doubt,
doubt with him in the shade of the history of statesmen.

'This is quoted from a medieval, theological tract I do not recall who coined the phrase
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Divorce
The numbers
lie written,
itemized down to the last christmas present.
The wife stares
unsure of what she has done
yet continues
adding the year together:
the beginning of a
single life.
After his nights of singleness,
the husband visits the children.
They slam doors,
racing to see their alien daddy.
The wife sits
amazed
cries, criticizes,
but is intrigued.
Beatrice Segal
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Extranjero
Understanding the talk,
you want to voice yourself.
You formulate the sentence
in your mind, changing the words
you do not know into their simplest form
and wait for a break in conversation
that does not come,
so you interject
in the past imperfect second person
what should have been future.
They smile.
As you blush
you sit hack to formulate
the next mistake.
Beatrice Segal
-1 *
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Imperial Utterances
Peter Stitt
Peter Stitt is presently helping to catalogue James Wright's papers for the Kenyon Col
lege Library, and is in the process of writing the authoritative biography of Wngbt. He
is also editing a collection of critical essays on six contemporary poets including James
Wright and Robert Penn Warren. His writings are published widely and regularly
elsewhere This review was written in 1979. It remains unchanged and is published here
for the first time
LAI E in the nineteen-seventies, three books of poems of unusual quality
were published, and I would like to comment briefly on them here. It is an
ironic fact that the man who must be recognized as the reigning dean of
American poets —Robert Penn Warren —is best known to the public as a
novelist, the author of All the King's Men. As a young man, Warren wrote
mostly poetry but gradually shifted to fiction—so much so that from the early
forties to the early fifties he claims not to have finished a single poem. With the
publication of Promises in 1956, however, he came back to his first love, and
there he has mostly been ever since. His latest book, Now and Then: Poems
1976-1978, is another in a scries of triumphs which includes Audubon. A Vi
sion, Incarnations, and Or Else-all available in his remarkable Selected Poems-.
I92S-1975. Warren is now seventy-four years old. Of how many writers can it
be said that they are continuing to develop at such an age?
I he area in which Warren has progressed the most since Or Else is the
stylistic. His themes arc by now familiar and revealed in the section titles for
this volume: "Nostalgic," in which pertinent stories from childhood and youth
arc told, and "Speculative," wherein the aged writer wonders what the future
holds. I here is some thematic modulation though; rather than emphasize the
positive promises he finds inherent in human life, Warren looks more to the
tragedy of inevitable death and separation.
I he book is densely and remarkably lyrical, a quality that appears in poem
after poem. In "Heart of Autumn," for example, there is a moment when geese
spontaneously take off and turn to the South:
. . . they know
When the hour comes for the great wing-beat. Sky-strider,
Star-strider — they rise, and the imperial utterance,
Which cries out for distance, quivers in the wheeling sky.
I he book is filled with poems of this quality; it is a magnificent achievement.
By contrast to the relative conservatism of Warren, James Wright's career
has been one of constant revolution. He began traditionally enough, but in
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1963 shocked his readers with the open forms found in Tbe Branch Will Not
Break. Since then he has been relentlessly in pursuit of an authenticity of voice,
in which he speaks, or seems to speak, from his heart of hearts It is a contradic
tory voice, mingling bitterness and love —towards the city and nature, towards
America and Europe, towards God and the nature of man.
The bitterness reached a crescendo of sorts in Two Citizens but is in abate
ment in the most recent volume, To a Blossoming Pear Tree. Wright attempts in
these poems to find goodness in the heart of man, something to meliorate his
outward acts of violence, ugliness, evil. The idea is given remarkable expression
in a poem like "Beautiful Ohio," where human sewage is seen as a "shining
waterfall," as "beauty " In another poem, this one a prose poem entitled "The
Secret of Light," Wright uses light-dark imagery to make the same point:
Directly in front of my bench, perhaps thirty yards away from me, there is a
startling woman Her hair is as black as the inmost secret of light in a perfectly cut
diamond, a perilous black, a secret light that must have been studied for many
years before the anxious and disciplined craftsman could achieve the necessary
balance between courage and skill to stroke the strange stone and take the one
chance he would ever have to bring that secret to light.
Although printed as prose, this is surely poetry; the pattern of images is as
cunning as the lyrical arrangement of vowel and consonant sounds. As the
sculptor strikes light from stone, James Wright wrests music from words; To a
Blossoming Pear Tree is a beautiful book.
In 1975, at the age of forty-seven, Donald Hall gave up a tenured professor
ship at the University of Michigan and returned to his family's farm in New
Hampshire. His first love had always been the writing of poems, but he found
(hat the business of the academic life drew him further and further from this
essentially contemplative activity. After the move, he found himself artistically
alive again, as he describes in the title poem of Kicking tbe Leaves
This yeaf the poems came back, when the leaves fell.
Kicking the leaves, I heard the leaves tell stories,
remembering, and therefore looking ahead, and building
the house of dying I looked up into the maples
and found them, the vowels of bright desire.
I he poems in this book are mostly elegies - elegies for those of Hall's ancestors
who occupied the farm before him. Human and family love is thus united with
a love for the land, for this special place on the face of the earth
I he resulting poems arc deeply moving, but-despite their somber under
tones-never maudlin Hall's recognition of the necessity of seasons, a proper
time to live, a proper time to die, makes his work joyful unto its core. And his
writing, the artistry of his poems, is also superb:
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Stone walls emerge from leafy ground
and show their bones. In September a leaf
falls singly down, then a thousand leaves whirl
in frosty air. I am wild
with joy of leaves falling, of stone walls
emerging, of return to the countryside
where I lay as a boy.

I he administration of vowel and consonant sounds in such passages as this is
remarkable; Donald Hall is a master of his trade.
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What's Your Name?
Catherine Wiley

M

ISTER Arthur Campbell watched with shaded eyes as a troop of college
boys hurried past, felt in them youth and strength and radiant joy, and tipped
his hat back on his head in order to see them more wholly. His heart yearned
after them, hut his mind drew a cloak of decay around him, cutting him off
from the sun. The hoys had disappeared. He returned to his newspaper.
Often, now, he caught himself escaping in that fearful way-slamming down
a barrier between himself and idle dreams, as if afraid of some force beyond his
consciousness. He settled the pages of his newspaper more firmly between his
fingers and sat up straighter in his chair. He had not yet finished his coffee. He
was slow this morning.
When he had read all that he wanted to, he folded his newspaper and went
inside to the cashier to pay his check He counted his change as he walked to
the door of the cafe. The sky was gray and overcast. He stepped up to the
street.
A thin young girl sat, hunched over, on a sidewalk bench. He glanced at her
as he went by, and then stopped and turned to gaze at her. She was very
young, not more than twelve, and terribly thin. Her hair, blond, whitened by
many days in the sun, had been cut carelessly, unevenly, all over her head. The
dated, sleeveless dress looked tight and small for her and was much worn and
faded. When she looked up, he noticed that her broad, blunt features did not
match her delicate body or wispy haircut. Her eyes were far apart, her mouth
thick and hanging, her skin dark, with dirty shadows. Her nose was neither
slender nor round, but was instead a strong, straight feature, looking rather
peculiar on a child*., face. She scowled, and her hands pulled at one another
restlessiy. He noted with shock that her ears were pierced—she wore heavy
Mexican silver earrings, obviously expensive. He wondered who had given
them to her.
He stood entranced until she looked around to direct her scowl at him. Self
consciously he turned and resumed walking. Her image remained in his mind:
a girl on the street, a child His hand opened involuntarily; his newspaper fell
from his grasp, startling him severely He bent and picked it up. It felt flimsy, as
if it had no substance. He wanted suddenly to be rid of it; with purpose, he
again let it fall, and walked on without it.
Inside his trouscr pocket, his hand trembled against his leg. Where was he go
ing? The air before him seemed hazy and heavy. He felt droplets of moisture
on his upper lip Abruptly he turned around and began to walk the way he had
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come. He walked rapidly and gave a great snort of impatience when he found
she had gone. He sat down on the empty bench and covered his face with his
hands.
Someone sat down beside him. He lifted his head to look; it was she. A sharp
gladness tightened his throat so that, when he spoke, his voice sounded
peculiar, even to him
Those are very pretty earrings."
She looked up at him. "Whatll y'give me for em?" Her voice was low and
hard.
Frantically he answered, "No, no keep them. I only remarked . . .
"I'll throw them away," she threatened, narrowing an eye and looking at him
as if she were facing an enemy.
"Please don't" he begged her.
She shrugged. "I don't care."
"What's your name?"
"What's yours?"
"Mine is Arthur," he replied.
"I don't have a name. Some people call me Baby," she said.
A dark suspicion formed in his mind. "How old are you? Where arc your
parents? Do they know where you are?"
She shrugged and did not answer.
"Answer me!" he demanded.
"I don't know."
"Do you have a home?"
"Sometimes," she said. She turned around on the bench until she sat facing
him. "D'you want me to come home with you?"
"No!" he cried fearfully.
A slow-burning silence.
"O.K.," she said pleasantly.
"Why," he thought, "the little animal!"
"Do you do that often?" he asked sternly. "Go home with strange men?"
A tremor ran through the slight body. "When I get hungry," she said quietly.
He was shamed. Yet she still seemed an animal to him. That low, wide
mouth, and her dirty feet.
"Do you want me to feed you?"
He bought her a sandwich in the cafe and watched her eat it. She did not
tear into it as he had expected, but rather ate slowly and mechanically, staring
ahead with vague eyes. He leaned forward to touch and examine her earrings,
and she took no notice. He thought he saw her mouth twitch; he snatched his
hand away.
"Are you still hungry?" he asked, when she had finished.
She nodded. He bought her a hot dog from a street vendor and handed it to
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her. She ate as they walked; questions ran through his mind, but he did not
dare to ask them. They stepped into a drugstore. He bought her a coke and
watched, fascinated, as she drank it down without seeming to swallow at all.
"Thank you," she said, and handed him the empty bottle.
"You're welcome," he said.
She took his hand and looked up into his face. "Where do you live?"
"Now, listen!" he nearly shouted. "You just put that idea right out of your
mind! Hear?"
She ducked her head and stretched her mouth in a peculiar sort of grin. At
the sight of it his belly warmed and churned.
"Don't you have someone to take care of you?"
"Shut up!" she shrieked. "Just shut up your goddamn mouth!"
He knelt before her, trembling, holding onto her clenched and straining
hand. "Oh, honey, what is it?"
She jumped and darted away, running off down the street. He watched her
go, still kneeling, with tears in his eyes. "Oh, Baby," he thought, and laid a hand
over his weeping eyes.
Very quickly he walked home, looking neither to the right nor to the left,
and indeed, scarcely looking straight ahead except to glance at the traffic before
crossing the street. He felt numb. The air seemed neither warm nor cool, and
although he was not fatigued, he felt utterly without energy. When he reached
his apartment, he locked the door behind him and drew all the shades, as if for
a death in the family; but he could not rest easily in his chair. Before his closed
eyes stood the girl, and even when he opened them she did not disappear cornpletely. So he clamped them shut and sighed. Such a dirty little mouse of a girl,
involved in all sorts of filth! he could not shut from his mind the sight of that
slow, hanging mouth. "Some people call me Baby." Those heavy earrings, the
cropped hair and dirty neck. He saw again the thin little body in the tight, old
dress, the back slightly arched so that her belly and small swelling bosom pro
truded forward a bit. Small stick-legs and sharp round kneecaps .... With
consternation he found himself straining forward in his chair, his lungs tight
with suppressed air. He passed his hand over his side smooth head and exhaled
deeply; he smelled the slight odor of coffee on his breath.
"I am an old man," he said aloud, irritably. He stood up and went briskly into
the kitchen to wash his hands. With damp fingers he picked up the phone and
dialed.
"Hello, Martha?... Yes, it's me. how arc you?... Fine, yes, of course. And
Joe?. . . And the kids?. . . What, Martha? I can't hear you with all that racket
. . . No, no, I couldn't, thank you . . . No, you do too much for me as it is . . .
No! Now, listen. I only called to sec how you all were getting along Haven't
seen you since Christmas, you know . . . Yes, I know you're busy. You're
young, you should be busy . . . Who, Davie? But he's all right?. . . Good. You
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should watch him better, he's just a baby. 1 remember when you were little and
your mother . . . No, that's all right. I understand. Give the kids my . . . yes,
goodbye."
He returned to his chair and soon fell asleep with his head leaning back and
his mouth drooping open. Moments later he awoke, hearing a far-off snortling
sound. Realizing that it had come from him, he looked around, feeling drymouthed and disoriented. Why were the shades drawn?
Baby. He drew a glass of water and lay on his bed with a book Soon he was
asleep again, and when the knock on his door came, he did not hear it and slept
on.
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Nightingale
The rose light of the late sun
Spills in a blur on my desk and walls.
My eyes follow the light to a brassy, harsh
Topaz beacon
Crying out among pink clouds
Behind a disordered mesh of green leaves.
For a while
The nightingale sang.
Pure, high notes
That glistened like diamonds.
A faint aftertone
Is all that remains.
I burn to revive the song.
I he nightingale closed her throat
And sailed away.
Remorse shrivels my innards
I o reflect that perhaps
I did not listen closely enough.
The stoic sun
Bleeds away in silence.
Blue dusk rests my eyes.
But in my mind throb
I he nightingale's notes
And the piercing topaz sun.

Lisa Anne Mesaros
For Jennifer Creigbton
1961 - 1981
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